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Saturdays at Noon

2020-02-06

discover the emotionally gripping and uplifting page turner that will put a smile on your face heart breaking and
full of hope woman home wonderful compassionate unpredictable graeme simsion author of the rosie project i
genuinely couldn t recommend saturdays at noon enough 5 reader review emily just wants to keep the world away
after getting into trouble yet again she s agreed to attend anger management classes but she refuses to share her
deepest secrets with a room full of strangers jake just wants to keep his family together he ll do anything to save
his marriage and bond with his six year old son alfie but when he s paired with spiky emily he wonders whether opening
up will do more harm than good the two of them couldn t be more different yet when alfie who never likes strangers
meets emily something extraordinary happens could one small boy change everything totally loveable and
completely unforgettable claire pooley i loved this book katie fforde readers love saturdays at noon such a
special book the characters jump off the page and pull you immediately into their world 5 reader review this book
was fantastic when i wasn t reading it i couldn t stop thinking about it 5 reader review outstanding i have
goosebumps typing this review the story telling is the best i have read in a long time 5 reader review longlisted for
the guardian s not the booker prize

The Woman I Was Before

2023-03-03

for fans of jodi picoult and liane moriarty this book is an intense page turner a book that you won t be able to put
down until the very last page it s awesome read it our grand life a new home can be a happy ending or a fresh start
or a hiding place of all the emotions single mother kate jones feels as she walks into her brand new house on
parkview road hope is the most unexpected she has changed her name and her daughter s and moved across the
country to escape the single mistake that destroyed their lives kate isn t the only woman on the street starting
afresh warm whirlwind gisela with her busy life and confident children and sharp composed sally with her
spontaneous marriage and high flying career are the first new friends kate has allowed herself in years whilst part
of her envies their seemingly perfect lives their friendship might help kate to leave her guilt behind until one day
everything changes kate is called to the scene of a devastating car accident the consequences of which will test
everything the women thought they knew about each other and themselves can kate stop her own secrets from
unravelling or was her hope for a new life in vain from the bestselling author of the silent wife the woman i was
before is a book about the things we hide from those closest to us and the terrible consequences that keeping those
secrets can have perfect for fans of jodi picoult liane moriarty and diane chamberlain readers love the woman i was
before it s been a long time since i read a whole book in 24 hours but there was no way i was putting down the
woman i was before no one writes complex painful family love like kerry fisher real and raw but funny too loved it
iona grey author of letters to the lost wow what a corker of a novel exactly the sort of novel that creeps
into your life and you don t want to put down will keep you turning the pages anxiously excitedly and soon to
reach a thrilling conclusion goodreads reviewer 5 stars loved it fell in love with the characters so real and
relatable goodreads reviewer 5 stars i was absolutely smitten with this book i enjoyed it from the first page to
the last goodreads reviewer 5 stars i loved this book i lost my whole sunday reading just couldn t put it down
goodreads reviewer 5 stars kate s secret when revealed is gut wrenching an excellent read goodreads reviewer 5
stars a cracking character driven story that enthralled me goodreads reviewer 5 stars 5 stars kerry fisher has
once again nailed it with this fantastic book about how our lives may not really be as wonderful as we like to
present them on social media goodreads reviewer 5 stars this is the first book i ve read by ms fisher and i
thoroughly enjoyed every minute of it it sucked me in from the beginning goodreads reviewer 5 stars wives and
mothers have an inexplicable need to use social media to share cozy snapshots and smart hash tags that give the
sense of a bright and shiny life kerry fisher writes an endearing story about what really happens outside of the
photo frame for women who are dealing with the challenges life brings a wonderful read goodreads reviewer 5
stars there are secrets galore some big some bigger very well done goodreads reviewer 5 stars absolutely loved
this book goodreads reviewer 5 stars an excellent read netgalley reviewer 5 stars i enjoyed every page netgalley
reviewer
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The Day that Changed Everything

2020-01-17

i absolutely loved this book it was a beautiful story about love loss and family the characters were so well
drawn i felt i knew them and i didn t want to finish the book because that would mean saying goodbye to these
wonderful characters goodreads reviewer when you lose the love of your life how do you find yourself again for
tabitha the day that changed everything started like any other she woke up slid her feet into fluffy slippers
wrapped herself in a dressing gown and tiptoed out of her bedroom leaving her husband andy sleeping downstairs she
boiled the kettle and enjoyed a cup of tea as the sun rose upstairs andy s alarm sounded and tabitha took him a
freshly brewed coffee like every other morning except today the incessant beeping rang out and her husband hadn t
stirred she called his name she nudged his shoulder but andy wouldn t wake up three years later tabitha is trying
her hardest to get by in the shadow of her grief she may have lost the love of her life but she won t give up on the
family they dreamed of fostering troublesome teenage girls and a newborn baby is a chance to piece together her
broken heart but being a mother isn t easy and neither is healing the heartache she carries around after losing
everything could saving these three children help tabitha save herself too this stunning tale will make you laugh
and cry in equal measure hold your loved ones close and see the beauty in the little things in life fans of jojo moyes
jodi picoult and diane chamberlain will love this moving and uplifting story readers absolutely love the day that
changed everything beautiful i couldn t stop crying never has a book had such a dramatic effect on me i sniffed and
smiled i cried and laughed out loud the writing got to me the emotions overwhelmed me the hope and joy was
indescribable book reviews by shalini 5 stars an emotional read i do warn you to have some tissues available an
emotional rollercoaster it s a heart warming endearing and inspirational story of love loss and family would
definitely recommend stardust book reviews i devoured it in one sitting i was floored by this novel robin loves
reading 5 stars i absolutely loved this book it was a beautiful story about love loss and family the characters
were so well drawn i felt i knew them and i didn t want to finish the book because that would mean saying goodbye
to these wonderful characters goodreads reviewer 5 stars this was a very uplifting read that i could not put
down this story touched my heart this will pull at your heart strings this is a must read crossroad reviews 5
stars an incredibly heartfelt and moving novel so well written with great characters you definitely need the
tissues when reading though netgalley reviewer 5 stars had me hooked from the start and i read it in two sittings a
wonderful story that offers its reader hope and by the end i was bursting with so many emotions as these
characters had worked their way into my heart by the letter book reviews 5 stars what an inspiring and uplifting
novel beautifully written warm emotional and hugely satisfying goodreads reviewer 5 stars a beautiful story i
recommend to every reader be prepared to cry goodreads reviewer 5 stars an emotional read a beautifully written
book that moved me goodreads reviewer i sat down and just devoured this novel you won t regret this read shelley
s book nook 5 stars will stay with you long after reading it a pure delight goodreads reviewer 5 stars

The Nowhere Girl

2020-01-28

i will not think about it anymore i won t think about her my lost little sister with her beautiful smile her chestnut
coloured eyes my sister who i couldn t protect if you passed alice on the street you couldn t help but smile at
how she holds hands with her husband jack who she has been with since she was at university at the way she
admires her three boys the centre of her universe but if you looked very closely you d see how tightly she holds
jack s hand afraid to let go you d see how carefully she watches her boys scared to look away you d see her smile
fading in a matter of seconds and the pain she hides behind her eyes she has told jack that she ran away from home
when she was younger but she didn t tell him the whole story her husband doesn t know about the guilt she bears
about her little sister she failed to save now after a lifetime of fresh starts alice can feel her past playing catch
up she is sure she is being watched certain she is being followed she may not be able to stop her secret coming out
but can she stop the world she has lovingly built collapsing in on her this utterly heartbreaking beautifully
written and gripping family drama examines just how far we are willing to go for our loved ones and the desperate
decisions we make when we have no other choice fans of jodi picoult kerry fisher and liane moriarty will be blown
away by this incredibly moving tale readers absolutely love nicole trope loved loved loved this book what an
incredible story will have you holding your breath until the shocking ending i was glued to this book and couldn t
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go to sleep until i had finished it and the next day i read it again netgalley reviewer 5 stars incredible it s going on
my list of favourite reads of the year i had tears streaming down my cheeks i was blown away i really can t say
enough great things about this book it is a must read jaynie s book reviews 5 stars omg simply amazing
heartbreaking i went and hugged my daughter and messaged my son i love you netgalley reviewer 5 stars
absolutely heartbreaking and absolutely beautiful i loved everything about this book make sure that you have
tissues at hand because you will need them goodreads reviewer 5 stars omg an absolute meteor shower of stars
for this one fantabulous jaw dropping twisty so so wonderful if i could rate a book 100 stars i would give them
an outstanding read sandy s book a day blog 5 stars

Beyond the Crushing Waves

2023-06-23

it s a beautiful day for a wedding white roses scent the air and the summer sunlight streams in a spoon chimes
against a champagne flute and the room falls silent and there he is my husband getting to his feet to propose a
toast he s still handsome his new wife is next to him gazing upwards oblivious i m not supposed to be here all these
years in the same town and i had no idea until i saw his name on the seating plan he lived with me once loved me small
town memories are long but the people in this room don t want to remember they say the healing is in letting go but
after what he did he needs to know we haven t gone away just because he s shut his eyes so i take daisy by the hand
and step forward from the shadows he notices us and his eyes widen the champagne glass falls from his hand and
smashes then he sags forward making a terrible sound a sort of strangled scream a powerfully emotional novel
with a dark secret at its heart this family drama will keep you hooked until the very last page perfect for fans of
the silent wife kate hewitt and jodi picoult what readers are saying about his secret family absolutely fantastic
had me gripped loved it can t wait for more from this author storyline was great characters were easy to connect
with goodreads reviewer 5 stars wow this novel packed a lot more feels that i expected a quick read for me
because i had to see how this emotional read would end there was great character development twists and turns
that took me by surprise i am looking forward to reading more from ali mercer in the future steph and chris s book
review a book that grabs you on the first page and doesn t let go it is well written and full of emotions this is a
must read goodreads reviewer 5 stars absolutely brilliant and had me gripped from cover to cover i found the
writing style to be very captivating and the characters to be immaculately developed would highly recommend
netgalley reviewer compelling heart breaking the character development was superb it was an emotional read an
evocative story that left its imprint i highly recommend this book netgalley reviewer 5 stars ali mercer writes
with heart and soul well written true to life each character is lovingly developed and all so human secrets
abound and the reader won t know them all until the end a definite for your tbr list goodreads reviewer 5 stars
this is a powerful family domestic drama filled with emotion and secrets the story is well developed with lovable
real characters that you find yourself very invested in a captivating story that kept me hooked until the end
netgalley reviewer 5 stars

His Secret Family: An Absolutely Gripping and Emotional Pageturner

2019-09-11

touching funny and bittersweet this is a story that will make you laugh cry and call your best friend to tell her
you love her 30 year old dee harper and her husband luke are blissfully happy everyday she makes her loyal parents
val don incredibly proud jen has been her best friend and adopted sister since their days of teenage crushes bad 90 s
make up and huge hair they are just like any other group of family and friends living life getting by with equal
measures of love and laughter until one day everything changes dee is gone killed by a reckless driver leaving the
people she loved to deal with their grief in different ways a marriage is rocked as a parent becomes consumed with
seeking justice a husband struggles to accept the loss of his wife and their future and a friend discovers that there
were shocking secrets that went unshared but all of them have to learn that the only way forward is to let go
of the past what readers are saying about a life without you another great story from shari low again showing
her in understanding of human emotions and human frailty i definitely recommend it such superb writing that you are
completely drawn in and captivated by each character you will not be able to stop reading from the moment you
start brilliant from start to finish
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A Life Without You

2017-04-01

this book broke my heart it reduced me to tears a quarter of the way in and i don t think i stopped crying until the
end goodreads reviewer your life or your unborn child s how do you choose paige and nick are happy they have a
beautiful home a loving family and most importantly they would do anything for each other now they are having a
baby and it feels like all their dreams are coming true but joy turns to despair when they discover that paige has a
rare life threatening heart condition and they lose their longed for child heartbroken the couple must accept the
reality that they may not become parents after all just as they begin to come to terms with their loss paige
unexpectedly falls pregnant again paige s heart is still weak and to carry the baby to term puts them both at risk
the couple now face an impossible decision paige s life or the life of their unborn child if paige keeps the baby she
could lose her life and destroy the man she loves if nick tries to stop her he may lose them both forever it s the
most important decision they have ever had to make and time is running out my life for yours is a heartbreaking
gripping and emotional story about love loss and an impossible choice perfect for fans of jodi picoult kelly rimmer
and kate hewitt what readers are saying about my life for yours wow what can i say about this book grabbed me
from page 1 and it kept me on the edge of my seat so heartbreaking i can honestly say i have only cried a handful of
times when i have read a book and this one got to me this was fantastic goodreads reviewer an emotional and
heartbreaking book and really makes you think about the heart wrenching choices some people have to make once i
had started reading i couldn t put it down be warned tissues will definitely be required goodreads reviewer wow
loved this book it just blew me away an emotional rollercoaster i can t recommend this book enough goodreads
reviewer omg i had to take a break after finishing this book i had two mini niagara falls flowing down my face it
made me smile it made me cry one of the best books in this category that i have ever read i have found my queen of the
waterworks goodreads reviewer freakin fantabulous had me hooked at the beginning and i never put it down i cried
at the end what a roller coaster of emotions an amazing book and the author is supercalifragilisticexpialidocious
awesome goodreads reviewer i cried while reading this novel and easily felt as if i was a family member and debating
what i would do in this scenario wonderful touching emotional story goodreads reviewer kept me hooked all the
way to the very end delicate tender heart warming and heart breaking at the same time i absolutely loved this book
gave me all kinds of feels goodreads reviewer what an amazing heart breaking story i was utterly captivated by
this book all the way through it was simply amazing goodreads reviewer this is a stunningly beautiful novel
dealing with a really difficult subject with grace i loved it from the first page and was gripped throughout
netgalley reviewer oh wow what a rollercoaster so emotional every new character that came into the book you
really got involved in their life brilliant book netgalley reviewer brought me to tears many times will make you
stay up past your bedtime goodreads reviewer heartbreaking roller coaster ride intelligent and gripping this book
had all the feels keep the tissues handy goodreads reviewer

How to Mend a Broken Heart

2017-03-01

imagine you get home one day and waiting for you on your doorstep is a gift it is wrapped beautifully and inside is a
notebook its pages empty there is no message but its sender has a story to tell about a secret about the little
girl you once were about everything you know about your family the gifts keep arriving but when tragedy strikes
leaving your beloved only daughter fighting for her life the person who has been sending the gifts will have no
choice but to come forward and to finally tell the truth a heartbreakingly beautiful novel about motherhood
loss and family secrets for fans of kerry fisher susan lewis and jodi picoult readers are loving what we leave
behind heartfelt beautifully written and left me sobbing a truly remarkable read that i could not put down i was
hooked from the very first page netgalley reviewer anna mansell is truly one of my favourite writers she writes
with such emotion and flair that it s impossible not to fall head over heels for her books with raw characters and
secrets being slowly unravelled i struggled to put this book down a true page turner goodreads reviewer omg
wowzers i couldn t get enough of it a stunning read one to remember nicki s book blog what an absolute heart
wrenching and emotional read i truly didn t see where the author was going with the plot and it truly snuck up on
me a great storyline and totally unexpected this book will capture every emotion that you have and it
captivated me from page one this book is unforgettable goodreads reviewer anna mansell is fast becoming one of my
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favourite authors and this book was the icing on the cake i absolutely loved it this was an excellent and at times
heart wrenching story that pulled me right into it from the first page goodreads reviewer i can t say how much i
loved this story such a feel good book had me hooked from the very beginning goodreads reviewer i absolutely love
this wonderfully enthralling story about family motherhood and friendship an absolutely unmissable read for me i
am in awe of the talent this author has for writing such absorbing and captivating stories and i confess to being
tearful on more than one occasion i recommend this novel as truly excellent a 5 read in every possible way
netgalley reviewer a really lovely read heartbreakingly emotive goodreads reviewer another great read by anna
mansell she is fast becoming a favourite of mine a heartfelt emotional page turner goodreads reviewer this book
really packs a punch lots of twists and turns goodreads reviewer

My Life for Yours

2020-08-07

the book of us is a story of the complexity of forgiveness and the friendships that change our lives forever perfect
for fans of jodi picoult jojo moyes and diane chamberlain we ve got some important things to talk about it s time

What We Leave Behind: A Heartbreaking and Gripping Emotional Page-turner

2020-09-29

wow loved this book an emotional rollercoaster goodreads reviewer brought me to tears many times goodreads
reviewer an amazing heartbreaking story goodreads reviewer your life or your unborn child s how do you choose
paige and nick are happy they have a beautiful home a loving family and most importantly they would do anything
for each other now they are having a baby and it feels like all their dreams are coming true but joy turns to despair
when they discover that paige has a rare life threatening heart condition and they lose their longed for child
heartbroken the couple must accept the reality that they may not become parents after all just as they begin to
come to terms with their loss paige unexpectedly falls pregnant again paige s heart is still weak and to carry the
baby to term puts them both at risk the couple now face an impossible decision paige s life or the life of their unborn
child if paige keeps the baby she could lose her life and destroy the man she loves if nick tries to stop her he may lose
them both forever it s the most important decision they have ever had to make and time is running out my life for
yours is a heartbreaking gripping and emotional story about love loss and an impossible choice perfect for fans of
jodi picoult kelly rimmer and kate hewitt what readers are saying about my life for yours wow what an emotional
wreck this book has made me as a mother i just don t know how i could make the type of decision paige has to make if
you like a book that will make you cry this is the book for you absolutely loved it goodreads reviewer i cried
while reading this novel and easily felt as if i was a family member and debating what i would do in this scenario
wonderful touching emotional story goodreads reviewer wow loved this book it just blew me away an emotional
rollercoaster i fell in love with all characters goodreads reviewer i was hooked by the main characters paige and
nick within the first few pages i was probably a bit more emotional reading this book because the subject it covers
are very close to home for me i can t thank vanessa enough for writing this book with such honesty compassion and
warmth goodreads reviewer kept me hooked all the way to the very end delicate tender heart warming and heart
breaking at the same time i absolutely loved this book gave me all kinds of feels goodreads reviewer will tug at
your heartstrings i loved this book and had a hard time putting it down my reading getaway i shed a few tears when
i finished reading this book beautifully written with great characters loved every page goodreads reviewer

The Book of Us

2020-03-06

phenomenal immediately pulled me into the story and i couldn t set the book down until i d finished this will be one of
those books that i reach for time and again goodreads reviewer i don t know what i d expected to find pictures of
her mother maybe or a locket instead there was a letter my breath came fast as i read the first few sentences when
julie s mother falls ill she has no choice but to return to her parents wisconsin resort wood violet for the summer
away from the pressures of city life julie also hopes the trip will give her and husband tristan the chance to heal
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after the heartbreak of another miscarriage back home surrounded by nature and old friends julie starts to feel a
sense of calm she d thought she d lost forever but her fragile peace is shattered when she stumbles upon an eighteen
year old girl hiding out in an abandoned cabin the girl margaret seems lost in the world and julie wants to help her
but when she finds the letters in her backpack julie realizes she isn t telling the whole truth about why she s here
and if margaret finds what she s looking for it could expose a long buried secret that could destroy julie s family
s reputation and tear all their lives apart a beautiful and emotional story about love betrayal and finding your
true home from the bestselling author of the lighthouse keeper fans of mary ellen taylor barbara o neal and this is
not how it ends will adore cynthia ellingsen s captivating novel what readers are saying about the choice i made
kept me turning the pages i couldn t put it down and finished it in a day feels like a warm hug goodreads reviewer
such a beautiful and emotional story completely captured my heart and my sense of adventure berit talks books
hooked from the first page i found myself wanting to read faster and know what happens next the writer s
workout will tug at readers heartstrings and make them laugh and cry a stirring tale of love loss and loyalty
that manages to be life affirming heart breaking and uplifting at the same time bookish jottings filled with memorable
characters i barely could put it down there are plenty of twists and turns and the reader is pulled this way and
that on the shelf books the characters were so easy to relate to and the setting was beautiful helped take me
away like a book should one of the best books i ve read so far in 2021 book dreamer 5 stars terrific i didn t want
to stop reading the characters are so real i felt like i really got to know them the book lover s boudoir
captivating compulsive packed full of emotion all set against an exquisite rural backdrop avid reader s retreat
the characters feel like old friends there s love for family friends and husbands along with a bit of mystery and a
beautiful setting nicki s book blog 5 stars i could very well picture a movie made out of this story warms your
heart and truly makes you escape goodreads reviewer i loved this book it was heartwarming exactly what i needed
with everything going on in the world aliciagoeser such a wonderful story to read oh happy reading

My Life for Yours

2020-08-07

is it ever too late to take charge and live your life on your terms grown up life in dublin hasn t worked out quite
as planned for school friends melissa steph and eilis melissa has a successful career as a journalist but inside she s
a mess of insecurities stay at home mum steph is lonely and lost walking on eggshells around her philandering
husband and angry teenage daughter and eilis a hardworking a e doctor is just going through the motions with her
long term partner rob a wonderfully warm debut about friends you can t live without and about choosing the life
you really want perfect for the fans of amanda prowse and dani atkins what readers are saying about friends like
us have just bought another book by this author keep them coming rollercoaster of emotions expressed described in
a way that you felt the emotions this group of friends were experiencing was sad to see this book end and it s a
pity i have another year to wait for another book by sian i laughed out loud and cried in some places couldn t put
it down as needed to know what was going to happen next

The Choice I Made

2021-03-10

usa today reviewer s recommended read of 2013 soul aching desire was just the beginning if the road to heaven
starts in hell then i was ready to start climbing my way out and ruben strong was the man to accompany me with
his devastating good looks seductively sexy charm and lust for adrenaline he was sure to make it a sensual and
erotic experience as well as one to re awake the passionate throw caution to the wind woman i d once been i d given
ruben something though without him realizing and that gift had come from the man i d loved before but i couldn t
tell ruben i had to keep that a tight secret even as our naked bodies wound together sought out pleasure and hit
the dizzy heights of ecstasy as one because ruben had my husband s heart literally and that heart was still in love
with me so it seemed and now i was in love with ruben emotions tangled with bliss and fears were locked away as i
surrendered to the touch of ruben s hands the taste of his skin and the sounds of his pleasure i couldn t deny that
ruben had brought me back to life the same way i had him and there was no way i was giving up that feeling not for
anyone
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Friends Like Us

2020-08-17

a heart clangingly powerful stunner of a novel isabelle broom perfect for fans of jojo moyes lucy dillon and
amanda prowse can you ever outrun the past it s zoe s wedding day she s about to marry jamie the love of her life
then a phone call comes out of the blue with the news that her mum gina has been arrested zoe must make an
impossible decision should she leave her own wedding to help zoe hasn t seen gina for years blaming her for the secret
that she s been running from ever since she was sixteen now gina is back in her life but she s very different to the mum
zoe remembers slowly but surely gina is losing her memory as she struggles to cope with gina s illness can zoe face
up to the terrible events of years ago and find her way back to the people she loves a life without you is a stirring
and poignant novel about the power of the past and the possibilities of the future what readers are saying about
a life without you a story that will evoke every emotion that lurks within your heart and pull each string firmly
devastating is the perfect word yet it is also beautiful and passionate and exquisitely written this novel made me
sob and it made me smile it s a gorgeous beautiful and evocative novel about love hope and forgiveness amazon
reader 5 stars superbly written tender poignant five star read i loved a life without you snotty tears but a smile
on my face and also in my heart just perfect katie marsh has touched my heart she is a hidden gem within the world
of fiction and i cannot recommend her books enough i will be shouting about this book to everyone who will listen
a life without you is not to missed it made me sob and it made me smile gorgeous just gorgeous beautiful and
evocative novel about love hope and forgiveness makes you feel warm inside but also absolutely breaks your
heart totally beautiful and uplifting a stunning and compassionate story of family forgiveness and unconditional
love will remain forever in my heart very touching i couldn t put it down

Breathe You In: A Breathtaking Emotional Page Turner with a Twist

2016-06-16

magical i was enchanted from the start certainly one to engage the emotions humorous touching emotional and
clever as cozy as a cup of hot tea on a winter s day goodreads reviewer prepare to be captivated by one of the
most poignant and heart warming books you will read this year perfect for readers who loved one day in december
alison s perfect world has fallen apart her beloved larger than life mother in law maggie has just passed away
every afternoon they d talk and laugh over a pot of tea and maggie was secretly the glue that held alison s
family together now she s trying to figure out a future without her with a little help from her two best friends
alison resolves to try and find her happy place and be more maggie vowing to step outside of their comfort zones
and make the most of every day the three women each have their own challenges to overcome in the year ahead a
baby on the way a romance to save and a much needed confidence boost but as alison finds herself drinking more wine
than she ever has in her life and signing up for an extreme sports charity event she starts to wonder if this is really
the change she needed in her life or will she re discover her happiness closer to home what readers are saying about
the happiness project i completely loved this book and devoured it in one day as it was too good to put down
perfect humour endearing and heart warming an uplifting and feel good story that will leave you wanting more
stacy is reading 5 stars this story leaves you begging for more warm and uplifting the story rockets along and
will have you laughing and crying mrs w 5 stars a stellar novel of friendship motherhood and happiness plucked
from the stacks 5 stars wonderful and so endearing having me laughing at one point and crying the next it is a
heart warming story full of friendship families love and loss stardust book reviews an uplifting tale about
friendship family and kicking ass at womanhood the novel is hilarious warm and enticing making me chuckle jessica ryn
uplifting read about motherhood friendship and striving to live your best life goodreads reviewer heart warming
funny moving and inspiring i absolutely recommended this book goodreads reviewer 5 stars a truly fabulous feel
good read it s a brilliant story of friendship mum reinvented 5 stars a warm real wonderful read truly funny a
delicious read netgalley reviewer full of fun laughter and a heart warming storyline right to the end i recommend
this uplifting read goodreads reviewer

A Life Without You: a gripping and emotional page-turner about love and
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family secrets

2019-02-12

there he is my baby boy his eyes are closed his tiny rosebud mouth is pursed in sleep my eyes well up as i catch a
whiff of his newborn skin and i swallow back a wave of emotion i should feel happy i should feel grateful but all i
can think about is everything i just lost it s a miracle when katherine s baby boy is born healthy but his twin sister
doesn t survive and when katherine is told she can t have any more children the loss is almost too much for her to
bear katherine always saw herself having a big family she remembers how the loneliness of being an only child used
to overwhelm her and she is desperate to adopt a sibling for her son but her husband davis won t agree he worries
that katherine will struggle when the new baby arrives what if growing their family only adds to the grief she
feels over losing her little girl what if this breaks their marriage apart and katherine is forced to make a choice give
up the second child she has always dreamed of or risk losing the family she already has an unforgettable and heart
wrenching page turner about fighting for those we love readers of jodi picoult diane chamberlain and kate hewitt
will remember this story forever what readers are saying about sam vickery wow this book blew me away will
make you think and break your heart in equal measure and is a breathtakingly beautifully written story of a
mother s love i will be looking out for more from this author goodreads reviewer 5 stars this one pulls you in and
tugs at your heart make sure you have plenty of tissues on hand a tear jerker for sure goodreads reviewer 5 stars
wow such a brilliant read a devastatingly frank honest depiction of the power and intensity of a mother s love
and belief and the lengths she will go to to protect her child i really didn t want to put it down and read it in one
glorious sitting goodreads reviewer 5 stars this book is so heart rending beautifully written it draws you in right
from the first page and i couldn t stop myself from turning the pages to reach the end goodreads reviewer 5 stars a
stunningly heartfelt novel written so beautifully i read it in one go and felt a whole rollercoaster of emotions
netgalley reviewer 5 stars

The Happiness Project

2020-11-02

omg this book so so so heartbreaking my heart broke my god it was fabulous the writing style and storyline were
brilliant and well written this book will stay with me for a long long time and definitely on my favs of 2020
goodreads reviewer i will not think about it anymore i won t think about her my lost little sister with her
beautiful smile her chestnut coloured eyes my sister who i couldn t protect if you passed alice on the street you
couldn t help but smile at how she holds hands with her husband jack who she has been with since she was at
university at the way she admires her three boys the centre of her universe but if you looked very closely you d see
how tightly she holds jack s hand afraid to let go you d see how carefully she watches her boys scared to look
away you d see her smile fading in a matter of seconds and the pain she hides behind her eyes she has told jack that
she ran away from home when she was younger but she didn t tell him the whole story her husband doesn t know
about the guilt she bears about her little sister she failed to save now after a lifetime of fresh starts alice can
feel her past playing catch up she is sure she is being watched certain she is being followed she may not be able to
stop her secret coming out but can she stop the world she has lovingly built collapsing in on her this utterly
heartbreaking beautifully written and gripping family drama examines just how far we are willing to go for our
loved ones and the desperate decisions we make when we have no other choice fans of jodi picoult kerry fisher and
liane moriarty will be blown away by this incredibly moving tale readers absolutely love the nowhere girl one of a
kind i think fans of jodi picoult liane moriarty and others will love this one i was blown away by the story and the
characters crossroad reviews jeez louise this story kept me reading and reading like there was no tomorrow i
adored it it made my heart sing and weep it made my eyes leak and my mouth smile it was utterly gripping and
devastating b for book review 5 stars an incredible book by an incredible writer had me hooked from the very first
page and kept me reading right through the night i am a relatively slow reader but i devoured this book in one sitting
as i just couldn t put it down goodreads reviewer 5 stars wow just wow so amazing and beautifully written i
loved it so much an emotional rollercoaster that i never wanted to get off from blue moon blogger 5 stars jaw
droppingly good one of the most evocative captivating books that i had the pleasure to have read exquisitely
crafted unequivocally one of the best books that i have read goodreads reviewer 5 stars all i can say is wow i
couldn t put the book down goodreads reviewer 5 stars omg what can i say nicole took me on a journey it felt so
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real i cried goodreads reviewer 5 stars wow i loved this one goodreads reviewer oh my what a story i absolutely
loved it from beginning to end netgalley reviewer 5 stars captivating i was hooked from the first sentence and had
to keep reading until i got to the end it had my heart racing i wish i could give it six stars reading down under 5
stars oh my goodness what a fantastic book a definite edge of seater well done nicole i look forward to your
next masterpiece netgalley reviewer 5 stars i couldn t stop reading i read the last half of the book all in one
morning during a snow day from school couldn t put it down i am not a person who typically gets emotional when
i read books but the last 4 5 chapters had me so emotionally connected goodreads reviewer 5 stars i finished just
moments ago and the only word that comes to mind is wow i am blown away by the author s ability to create
such a painful beautiful story i felt everything from joy to anger this story deserves great praise i will be telling
everyone about it and can t wait for people to read it netgalley reviewer 5 stars

My Only Child: A Completely Gripping and Emotional Page-turner

2020-01-28

i devoured this novel whole in one sitting my god what a ride it broke my heart a definite must read marmite miss as i
watch her walk away an arm raised to her face as she wipes tears from her eyes i wonder if i really can go through
losing her again because if i do this i might gain a child but i ll lose her in the process isla and ben are devoted
parents to their beloved daughter reese she is their little miracle the child they thought they d never have until
donors made her existence possible but isla has never told reese about her biological parents she wants to be
honest with her daughter but can she bear to open up old wounds then isla receives a call from lucy once her
closest friend and it seems she may need to make a decision sooner than she thought they haven t spoken in almost
ten years but lucy has devastating news she has lost her beloved husband nate just after they decided they
wanted to become parents after all heartbroken for her friend isla welcomes lucy back into her life but then lucy
comes to isla with a request that changes everything if lucy gets what she wants isla s perfect family could be
destroyed but would she deny the woman who helped her become a mother the chance for her own happiness a child
of my own is a heartbreaking gripping and emotional story about motherhood loss and friendship perfect for fans of
jodi picoult kelly rimmer and kate hewitt why readers love a child of my own unforgettable i literally could not
put this book down you will need to lock yourself away and clear your diary as you will not be able to look up
until you ve reached the end order yourself a bumper pack of tissues on the shelf books i devoured this novel whole
in one sitting my god what a ride it broke my heart i cried and it takes a lot for a book to make me cry a definite
must read novel for 2021 netgalley reviewer wow keep the tissues handy this book will make you laugh and cry
but also just fill your heart with love and friendship netgalley reviewer grabbed me by the heart and wouldn t let
go emotional and passionate yaya reads lots of books spectacular and emotional i was spellbound carnevale
was instantly able to grab my attention and hold it for the entire plot her characters are so realistic you ll feel
they are your friends too goodreads reviewer this book had me go through every emotion possible i was in tears at
some points and smiling at other points it really was a rollercoaster absolutely brilliant stressed rach such a
moving and emotional book i absolutely loved every second of it immediately i was pulled into this story and
totally consumed by it i adored this stunning book sibzzreads i cried like a baby i really loved it this is an
emotional roller coaster and a real tear jerker the book lovers boudoir pulled on my heart strings from the first
page until the last i went through every rollercoaster of emotions that both couples experienced i cried
phenomenal cait is booked

The Nowhere Girl

2021-03-05

two mothers become friends as they summer by a lake as their friendship grows their secrets come to light and what
started out as a an idyllic vacation turns into a living nightmare

A Child of My Own

2020
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so heart wrenching this story just grips you right from the start i had a really hard time putting it down and
found myself reading well into the night perfect for fans of such well known authors as jodi picoult and diane
chamberlain shelley s book nook looking back i wish i could find my way back to that moment i d snatch it and hold
onto it and live in it for the rest of my life if i could when emily could still throw her arms around me oh god just
give me that moment or one like it again that s all i want from the moment emily was born reaching out with her
tiny little star shaped hand towards her mother blinking with long eyelashes over soft blue eyes she became rachel
s whole world but rachel s worst nightmare comes true when a rare auto immune illness leaves five year old emily
in a coma the doctors say she may never come out of and rachel is asked to make a heartbreaking decision but her ex
husband emily s dad james doesn t agree with her terrified she s about to lose her daughter for good rachel knows
she must find a way to keep the hope alive for emily but there is only one person she can turn to for help to
convince james his new wife eva as an unlikely but powerful friendship develops between the two women both rachel
and eva will have to ask themselves is there a chance for the tiny fragile little girl who lies between them a
beautiful story that will break your heart into a million pieces perfect for fans of jodi picoult diane chamberlain
and susan lewis readers are loving a hope for emily not only broke my heart but shattered it when the tears came
though they didn t stop it is such an emotionally charged novel an absolute tear jerker of a read for which i highly
recommend having a box of tissues on standby goodreads reviewer 5 stars wow what an emotional novel the
storytelling was brilliant rachel and eva s story could ve been anyone of us i cried so hard goodreads reviewer 5
stars tear jerking an incredibly moving story of love and heartbreak written with sensitivity and compassion that
tugs at the heartstrings and makes it impossible to stop reading it s so powerful and realistic that when i wasn t
reading i was thinking about it and by the time i reached the final chapters i was sobbing with tears streaming down
my face netgalley reviewer 5 stars a gut wrenching beautifully written story if you know a mom have a mom or
are a mom this story will touch your very soul goodreads reviewer 5 stars stories like this come in break through
and stay lodged in your head forever i got a knot in my heart as i read i felt such deep sorrow kate hewitt has
outdone herself goodreads reviewer 5 stars amazing it made me cry so hard by the last page this book will rip out
your heart but you won t be able to stop reading crossroad reviews 5 stars how i love the books by this author
she makes every emotion feel so real an incredibly beautiful and mind blowing story b for bookreview 5 stars a
really emotional tearjerker heartbreaking read told with compassion and feeling the dilemmas rachel and james face
are totally devastating a truly heartbreaking read that will have you in tears right till the end goodreads
reviewer 5 stars when i pick up a book by kate hewitt i make sure to grab a box of tissues along with it a
compelling read that made me think and made me thankful for the blessings i have in my family robin loves reading 5
stars

My Only Child

2018-09-06

where is he where s my beloved child with his father s blue eyes and a halo of golden curls my little boy is out
there on his own please keep him safe i silently beg please please just keep him safe your son is missing they say and
life as i know it is over where would he go the police ask where would he be my daughter begs my heart races as
images flash in my mind the cabin we rent every autumn surrounded by fiery red maple trees voices raised tears
falling a marriage falling apart and worst of all my husband telling our child theo to run the rest is a blank in my
memory if i close my eyes i can almost see it a betrayal that has left me alone in tatters grieving for what we had
it wasn t meant to be like that it should have been precious time as a family with boardgames walks in the mountain
and pancakes for breakfast instead my little one is has vanished they are looking for him the nurse told me but the
storm is slowing down the search the police think theo has the answers that he knows what tore our family apart
but i have no idea where he is no clue if he is safe i won t survive unless i bring him home but if i do and the truth
comes out will i survive that a completely gripping beautifully written and totally heartbreaking page turner
which examines what happens behind closed doors and the secrets that can shatter a family fans of jodi picoult
diane chamberlain and liane moriarty will be totally addicted to this breathtaking novel readers absolutely love
nicole trope loved loved loved this book what an incredible story will have you holding your breath until the
shocking ending i was glued to this book and couldn t go to sleep until i had finished it and the next day i read it
again netgalley reviewer
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The Secrets We Keep

2020-02-20

first published in 2019 by bookouture an imprint of storyfire ltd copyright page

A Hope for Emily

2021-03-30

someone else s daughter a gripping emotional page turner with a twist we should have protected her they d left
their daughter with us their only child and we hadn t protected her that was all they would see when they looked
at us that we had failed them i count down the days until we can leave the city behind and return to the beach
house where james and katie can roam free over the dunes like they did as children and peter will swap his 6 a m
starts for the stacks of fluffy pancakes he lovingly serves up for our family breakfasts these sun drenched golden
days just the four of us are what i hold on to all year long but this summer katie s best friend will be coming with
us i tell myself the girls will have fun together pushing aside the doubts i have about this uninvited guest isa with
her corn silk hair and luminous skin who manages to overshadow my daughter at every turn who has been dumped on
us by her own parents too caught up in their petty dramas to see what is right in front of them because i can see it
there is something dangerous about isa something more than a carefree girl testing boundaries as she approaches
adulthood she threatens to cast storm clouds across my beach house days i feel as powerless to stop her as i
would in the face of a hurricane by the end of the summer isa will be dead and i will have to face her mother i don t
know if i will be able to find the words how can i begin to explain that she never really knew her daughter at all a
gripping story of the darkness than lurks beneath the surface of the most picture perfect lives and the lengths we
will go to protect the ones we love fans of big little lies kerry fisher and diane chamberlain will be held totally in
thrall by this emotional twisty read

Bring Him Home

2020

wow what a corker of a novel exactly the sort of novel that creeps into your life and you don t want to put
down will keep you turning the pages anxiously excitedly and soon to reach a thrilling conclusion goodreads
reviewer 5 stars a new home can be a happy ending or a fresh start or a hiding place of all the emotions single
mother kate jones feels as she walks into her brand new house on parkview road hope is the most unexpected she has
changed her name and her daughter s and moved across the country to escape the single mistake that destroyed
their lives kate isn t the only woman on the street starting afresh warm whirlwind gisela with her busy life and
confident children and sharp composed sally with her spontaneous marriage and high flying career are the first new
friends kate has allowed herself in years while she can t help but envy their seemingly perfect lives their friendship
might help her leave her guilt behind until one day everything changes kate is called to the scene of a devastating
car accident the consequences of which will test everything the women thought they knew about each other and
themselves can kate stop her own secrets from unravelling or was her hope for a new life in vain from the
bestselling author of the silent wife the woman i was before is a book about the things we hide from those closest
to us and the terrible consequences that keeping those secrets can have perfect for fans of jodi picoult liane
moriarty and diane chamberlain

The Scandal

2020-06-18

coming of age story jamie is a lesbian battling with homophobia gay romance and an abusive alcoholic father when
first love returns secrets unfold rekindled lust reveals a damaged trail of family values misled loyalty and
revenge murder
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Someone Else's Daughter

2019-03-22

last night i dreamt about the past for the first time in years i thought i was over it i thought i d finally learned to
block it out but i m right back there all over again inside the house the room is dark the corners black with shadow
then the scream when louise taylor is hit by a car as she cycles home in the rain following a fight with her
boyfriend she s left hurt frightened and confused and worse something tells her it wasn t an accident housebound in
her cramped apartment while she recovers flashbacks to her traumatic childhood begin to resurface threatening her
hard won self control desperate to keep busy and distract herself she hires edward a friend of a friend to repaint
her shabby living room and hopefully keep the past at bay but when edward arrives quiet considerate and handsome
lou instantly feels like they ve met before that she can trust him tired of carrying the guilt alone after all these
years lou tells edward her secret and to her surprise he doesn t pull away he doesn t gasp or grimace or preach
about what she did and lou is so relieved to finally be free of this burden at last until she learns that edward has
a secret of his own one he s been waiting a very very long time to tell a gripping domestic drama from a usa today
bestselling author full of twists and turns and with a very unexpected ending fans of amanda prowse kerry fisher
and jodi picoult won t be able to stop turning the pages what readers are saying about jill childs i loved this book
from the moment i started i couldn t stop reading it the author did an amazing job kept me guessing until the very end
i loved it goodreads reviewer 5 stars a stunning page turner i did not want to put down the ending is so twisted
and fascinating just wow unbelievably fantastic read this is the best book i ve read so far worth more than 5
stars to me goodreads reviewer 5 stars

The Woman I Was Before: A Gripping Emotional Page Turner with a Twist

2021-04-05

infuse your fiction with the powerful tug of tension tension is the heart of conflict the backbone of uncertainty
the hallmark of danger it keeps readers guessing and characters on their toes when you ve got tension in place
stories leave readers breathless and wanting more when it s missing scenes feel inconsequential plots drag and
characters meander learning the craft of writing can sometimes feel like a paint by numbers approach connect
compelling character a to plot event b to avoid writing that s formulaic predictable and slow how to write a
page turner will help you sew the threads of tension tight for an unforgettable story you ll learn how to
recognize the essential tension elements of danger conflict uncertainty and withholding and add them to your
fiction create levels of tension in your characters through flaws dialogue power struggles and more build tension
at energetic markers throughout the plot use intimate imagery strong sentences and well chosen words to build
tension in exposition while this book walks you through the key areas that need tension building from character to
plot it also delves deeper analyzing exceptional examples from contemporary fiction s most gripping page turners
so as you dive into the inner conflicts of a character s deepest psyche to the mechanics of how you reveal
information to the reader you ll also discover how to craft a story your readers can t put down

Jamie's Story

2021-08-17

as i stare at the girl i feel my heart pound inside my chest there she is my daughter right in front of me after all this
time i have to reach her to hold her before i lose her all over again i have experienced what no mother should i have
lost my child many years ago after my divorce my daughter moved in with her father and then went missing for
years i searched everywhere for my darling girl but she had vanished without a trace but even on my darkest days
when my heart felt truly broken i kept a hope alive inside a hope that my little girl would one day find her way back
to me and now standing in front of me so close i could touch her is a young woman who looks just like my beloved
tilly i ve been reminded of her so many times over the years but this is different the curve of her face the sound of her
voice but just as my heart leaps with unimaginable joy she disappears into the crowd and i lose sight of her i can t
believe she has gone before i had the chance to reach her as i desperately scan the faces around me my heart pounding
in my chest i realise i am certain that she was my little girl back after all these years but why would she seek me
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out now just to vanish all over again and how can i find her because no matter how much time has passed she will
always be my little girl and i will do whatever it takes to hold her in my arms once more an absolutely
unputdownable and gripping story about one mother s quest to find her little girl fans of jojo moyes jodi picoult
and diane chamberlain will be hooked on this emotional book until the very final page praise for the day i lost her
fantastic an absolute must read grab the tissues and clear your schedules as you will not be able to put this
down i was completely addicted from the first page until late at night amazing absolutely loved this book an
unputdownable addictive emotional rollercoaster i loved it bookworm86 i adored this there are twists you won
t see coming i highly recommend it wonderful netgalley reviewer heartbreaking and heart warming all in one it sucked
me in from the beginning and i couldn t put the book down kept me captivated susan loves books emotive raw and
required tissues i instantly connected with yvonne and her situation and my heart broke for her beautifully written
once upon a time book reviews heartbreaking yet uplifting excellent i really recommend this one as long as you have
tissues netgalley reviewer i was completely gripped it tugged at my heartstrings and i couldn t wait to find out
what happens to this family goodreads reviewer get the tissues ready goodreads reviewer

I Let Him In

2019-02-11

your husband is not the man you thought he was but how do you move on when you re forced to keep his secret
when jill goodman s picture perfect marriage implodes she s heartbroken still reeling from the shock the only thing
she receives in the hasty divorce settlement is the deed to her husband s sprawling beach house on the new jersey
coastline jill never cared about money only her marriage but with marc determined to take everything she owns the
beach house is her only lifeline left with no other choice jill travels to the shore intending to sell the house
quickly but the task is not as easy as she expects still she can t help but be charmed by the beautiful seaside town
and its sweetly old fashioned ways despite everything jill is starting to see a path back to who she was before she
met her husband not the demure polished housewife she d become but the smiling young woman with the strong jersey
accent who loved her family more than anything then jill dives deeper into marc s secrets and she stumbles across a
something in her husband s past that changes everything could jill herself have been unknowingly complicit in what
marc did and if so what will happen to her when the truth finally comes to light with marc determined to bury the
evidence can jill find a way to save herself before her once perfect husband takes her down with him a gripping
emotional read that will keep you turning the pages late into the night perfect for fans of amanda prowse elin
hilderbrand and diane chamberlain what readers are saying about the girl i used to be known as the queen of summer
fiction somebody better tell elin hilderbrand heidi is out to steal her crown hands down one of the top 10 summer
reads of 2021 the perfect read five huge stars and i ve already added her whole catalog to my tbr list ahh this
was so good goodreads reviewer amazing i read it in one day super amazing i didn t want to put it down magical
netgalley reviewer the perfect book to read on the beach compelling and addictive and i loved how it ended a lovely
page turner that whisked me away to a gorgeous beach resort i loved it bookworm86 what an amazing book it is i
was immediately drawn in excellent i cannot describe how much i loved the girl i used to be i didn t want the novel
to end 5 sparkling stars goodreads reviewer absolutely gorgeous i loved everything about this book and kept
finding reasons to sneak away to read it i felt whisked away to the shore i m not ready to leave motherhood for
slackers the story grabbed me in the first few pages and reeled me in i was hooked by the end of chapter one delicious
goodreads reviewer you find yourself quickly falling in love with the characters and the jersey shore read this as
soon as you can goodreads reviewer the perfect beach book i fell in love with the residents in the sweet little
beach town and cheered for jill highly recommended meanderings and muses

How To Write a Page Turner

2023-08-16

abigail gibson is gone the morning after christmas day she walks out of her home in the leafy suburbs of
westchester new york leaving behind a strange note on the kitchen table and her ten year old son sam when her
sister gillian gets the call she can barely believe it abigail has always been a little well unreliable but she hasn t
done anything like this in a decade not since sam was born now gillian s left taking care of sam while she waits for
news of abigail s whereabouts but things aren t so great in gillian s home either where her husband s odd behavior
and late night work schedule is putting their marriage under increasing strain meanwhile as abigail s absence becomes
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ever more mysterious gillian must confront the two questions whose answers will soon upend her world what
was it that made abigail leave and is she ever coming back from the bestselling author of the silent daughter and
the first wife s secret comes this gripping new novel about buried pasts old secrets and the risky choices we make
for love

The Day I Lost Her

2021-05-11

what if your long lost sister holds the key to a family secret a much loved gripping novel from the sunday times
top ten bestselling author about two sisters and a heartwrenching secret don t miss the last house on the street
the new book from diane chamberlain claire leads a busy fulfilled and happy life a life she wouldn t trade for
anything but that is about to change for ever when claire fails to prevent a young woman s suicide the incident
seems to trigger something in her forgotten images of a long lost sister and a childhood she had always remembered
as being close to perfection realising that this was not the case claire runs the risk of uncovering the dark secrets
that are locked away in her memories caught in a complex struggle between the present and past between the man
who wants to help her and the husband who cannot claire must discover the terrible truth for herself unlock the
secrets you ll love to discover with diane chamberlain the storyteller beloved of readers everywhere an excellent
read that will be loved by her fans and anyone who enjoys reading jodi picoult i completely loved this book jane
green totally amazing so powerful and beautifully written i love diane s writing cathy kelly incredibly moving
story rich in character and atmosphere i couldn t put it down susan lewis with beautifully drawn characters and
a string of twists that will keep you guessing right up to the end stylist chamberlain puts so much grit emotion
and drama into her books that it s impossible to stop thinking about them heat gripping woman home essential
reading for jodi picoult fans daily mail

The Girl I Used to Be

2021-11-18

it s great thought provoking gripping and moving marian keyes it will crawl under your skin refusing to let go a
heart breaking read sunday independent sarah loves being a mother it defines her every year she writes a birthday
letter of love to her adored daughter izzy now seven and after she falls pregnant she promises izzy that the
arrival of a baby brother will make their family complete so when she collapses a few months later the safe happy
life izzy knows is shattered with sarah s future and the future of her pregnancy in their hands her husband and sister
disagree fiercely about her treatment the once close family starts to fall apart the clock is ticking and the
doctors need a decision can those who love sarah get beyond the fog of grief and anger to figure out what s for
the best can they ever forgive each other for the decisions they make will izzy lose everything she knows and loves
compelling deeply moving and heartbreaking a must read woman s way might be her finest novel yet irish examiner
what a devastating gorgeous read emily hourican i need a therapy session after reading seven letters i m an
emotional wreck margaret madden bleach house library

After She Left

2017-02-24

omg simply amazing heartbreaking i went and hugged my daughter and messaged my son i love you netgalley reviewer
5 stars she becomes aware of the silence at the other end of the line a prickling sensation crawls up her arms her
heart speeds up found who she asks slowly carefully deliberately they found daniel six years ago megan waits at
the school gates for her six year old son daniel as the playground empties panic bubbles inside her daniel is nowhere
to be found her darling son is missing six years later after years of sleepless nights and endless days of missing her
son megan finally gets the call she has been dreaming about daniel has walked into a police station in a remote
town just a few miles away megan is overjoyed her son is finally coming home she has kept daniel s room with his
cookie monster poster on the wall and a stack of lego under the bed in perfect shape to welcome him back but when
he returns there is something different about daniel according to the police daniel was kidnapped by his father after
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his dad died in a fire daniel was finally able to escape desperate to find out the truth megan tries to talk to her
little boy but he barely answers her questions longing to help him heal megan tries everything his favourite
chocolate milkshake a reunion with his best friend a present for every birthday missed but still daniel is distant and
as they struggle to connect megan begins to suspect that there is more to the story soon she fears that her son is
hiding a secret a secret that could destroy her family a heartbreaking emotional and poignant drama about a
family in turmoil fans of jodi picoult liane moriarty and linda green this moving and stirring novel is for you readers
are absolutely loving the boy in the photo omg what an emotional rollercoaster this book was one minute i was
crying and the next i m shocked at what s happening i had all the emotions i was so heartbroken goodreads reviewer
5 stars absolutely heartbreaking and absolutely beautiful i loved everything about this book make sure that you
have tissues at hand because you will need them goodreads reviewer 5 stars i ve just finished it less than 24 hours
full of suspense and twists you must read this netgalley reviewer 5 stars absolutely enjoyed every page of this
book i had several moments of omg i loved the characters i couldn t put it down goodreads reviewer 5 stars a
heart wrenching read i couldn t stop turning the pages a must read goodreads reviewer 5 stars a thriller i could
not put down and read in one day heartbreaking goodreads reviewer 5 stars

The Silent Wife

2020-12-01

as soon as we sat on the ride i knew something was wrong i couldn t relax i couldn t hear the theme park music the
giggles of my two other children i d left my baby in someone else s care and i knew i d made a mistake with her two
beautiful children and newborn baby ella lily s life is full of love and laughter she gave up her job to be a stay at
home mother and though she sometimes envies the freedom of best friend hannah lily wouldn t trade it for anything
but lily s world implodes when hannah disappears with ella one day and lily fears from the text message she
receives that hannah doesn t intend to come back you don t deserve her it s true that lily has been keeping secrets
about her marriage from hannah ones she thought only she and her husband knew suddenly lily realises that there
are things she doesn t know about hannah too and that by keeping her husband s secrets she might pay the ultimate
sacrifice a rollercoaster ride of emotions save my daughter will break your heart fans of jodi picoult kate hewitt
and diane chamberlain will be swept away by sam vickery s utterly gorgeous novel what readers are saying about
save my daughter beautiful and heart rending in equal measure i devoured this book as i have all the others by this
author a must read netgalley reviewer 5 stars powerful intense and an incredibly emotional read some intense
emotional scenes that totally tugged on my heart strings heidi lynn s book reviews 5 stars a lot of heartbreak in
this very emotional story but also a lot of very beautiful moments that kept the tears flowing the book kept me
up till 2 30 because i wanted to finish it i could not put it away b for book review 5 stars

Brass Ring: a totally gripping and emotional page-turner from the
bestselling author

2019-03-07

gripping and addictive little miss book lover 87 beautiful and heart wrenching goodreads reviewer loved every
single second little miss book lover 87 i cried at the end goodreads reviewer a breath taking mysterious read once
upon a time book blog daisy grew up around secrets she knew by heart but were never spoken she had no idea just
how much damage secrets could do but she would soon learn it s a warm cloudless morning on the day the
envelope arrives for daisy soft sunlight streams into the apartment she shares with her partner anderson who is
sleeping peacefully daisy s fought hard for this happiness worked her way up from being a vulnerable teenage
runaway to a woman with a stable job and a loving boyfriend but when daisy discovers the handwritten wedding
invitation from her childhood best friend stella her bright morning turns suddenly dark the wedding is back amongst
the misty woods and rolling hills of daisy s north carolina hometown the same town where she is still known as
the crazy one for telling people about the dead girl she saw that summer s day in the woods a girl who looked just
like her and whose body was never found during that fateful summer as rumors spread that daisy was either insane
or a liar she sought refuge in her friendship with kind and beautiful stella until the day she discovered stella s
shocking betrayal and their sweet friendship grew bitter now fifteen years later can daisy forgive stella the girl
she once called blood sister and why is stella reaching out now after all this time there s only one thing daisy is
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sure of if she wants to build a happy future she s going to have to finally confront the mysteries of her dark past
the girl i thought i knew is a spellbinding and moving novel for fans of liane moriarty kristin hannah and kerry fisher
read what everyone is saying about the girl i thought i knew a beautiful book by this amazing author i loved this
author s debut and this one is even better addictive from start to finish a poignant tale of love and friendship i
would recommend this lovely story to everyone an incredible tale renita d silva this is my first read by this author
i cannot wait to read more gripping and addictive guaranteed to keep the reader engaged i highly recommend this
absolutely beautiful read one of the best i ve read kelly heard managed to pull me in from the very beginning and i
loved every single second little miss book lover 87 riveting will capture you from the beginning and you will not
want to put it down goodreads reviewer a breath taking mysterious read that is full of secrets had me hooked and
enthralled right from the beginning it was very hard to tear myself away i was completely immersed in all that
kelly brought to the story this is the first book i have read from kelly and it will most definitely not be my last a
thrilling conclusion that i did not see coming once upon a time book blog a compelling tale with a good sprinkling
of drama heartbreak and harboured secrets a must read right from the opening line there was such a lot happening in
this wonderful suspenseful drama the author really worked wonders there was lovely depth and poignancy to
kelly heard s writing which kept me hooked throughout i thoroughly enjoyed this book and i highly recommend it with
confidence brianne s book reviews an excellent drama and mystery in one beautifully written and heartfelt highly
recommended goodreads reviewer the plot twist brilliant it was well worth the wait read with oiza a well
written beautiful and heart wrenching story the tension builds and builds i really enjoyed this novel and would
recommend it goodreads reviewer an enthralling story about life and its complications fiction addiction kept my
attention throughout i felt like i was with daisy as she opened each box until she was able to fully reconcile her
past with hopes of having a much happier future robin loves reading a terrific read and emotional moving novel a
book about secrets a book that drew me right in netgalley reviewer i enjoyed the girl i thought i knew very much a
great read totally recommend goodreads reviewer

Seven Letters

2019-06-28

counting things in threes usually calms dell s crippling anxiety the passionflower vine along the shop wall the
jimsonweed by the roadside the sleeping valley in the distance but when her baby daughter goes missing her world
shatters completely 1979 virginia growing up amongst the sprawling valleys and forests of blyth beautiful
young dell has always had a natural intuition for how to fix other people s hurts if not her own she hopes for a
better future although thanks to her alcoholic father and narcissistic mother happiness seems far out of her reach
she certainly could never have predicted holding her baby girl for the first time and the life changing powerful love
she would feel when she did even as a heartbroken single mother in a small town riddled with gossips she suddenly
feels that she can do this she can raise her daughter but when she turns to her own mother for help her mother
convinces her that the child would be better off with another family with nobody to fight her corner dell must
watch the local church take the baby away leaving her alone and completely devastated dell feels there s nothing
left for her in her tiny hometown but heartache and shattered dreams and so she flees vowing never to go back it
finally seems like luck is on her side when she finds a small shop for rent overlooking the peaceful shenandoah
valley this quiet corner of paradise feels like the perfect place to heal and use her gift to help others heal too
until dell s mother tracks her down to deliver crushing news her baby girl is missing dell knows she won t find out
where her child is in the stars or on her palms instead she must do the one thing she promised she never would she
must return to blyth will what dell finds there finally heal her fragile heart or break it into a thousand
irreparable pieces an unforgettable and heart wrenching debut about the endurance of love the power of
forgiveness and finding beauty in the world around us your must read book of 2019 perfect for fans of where the
crawdads sing kristin hannah and kerry lonsdale book club discussion questions are included in the book

The Boy in the Photo

2021-04
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Save My Daughter

2020-03-23

The Girl I Thought I Knew

2019-10-31

The Fortune Teller's Promise: A Heartbreaking Page Turner about Love, Loss
and Family
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